YOUR PROPER IDENITY / Who Is Defining You in 2008???
 The citizens of all free national governments, according to their national
constitution, are all of one family bearing one free national name.
 Those who fail to recognize the free national name of their constitutional
government are classed as undesirables and are subject to all the inferior
abuses and mistreatments that the citizens care to bestow upon them.
 And it is a sin for any group of people to violate the national laws of a free
national government and cling to the names and principles that delude to
slavery. Prophet Noble Drew Ali
Who Goes There?
“Who goes there?” is a proper question usually asks in national defense or home security. The answer must
be complied with according to diplomacy, law and required authentication. “Just because you were born
here does not make you a citizen” exclaimed Prophet Noble Drew Ali. The first time he was recorded making
this profound statement was in Newark, New Jersey 1919. Now, January 1, 2008 the enforcements of a 2005
legislative pendulum “HR-418 Federal Identification Act” are now in full swing. The Prophet‟s warning to
the Moorish was ignored then and also when reiterated by his #1 Defender, Dr. Elihu N. Pleasant-Bey. The
issue of “National Identification” has become the order in today‟s European-Rule World. Make no
misconception or „down-play the reality of Bill H-R 418. To the unproclaimed nation of free born Moorish
Americans this Bill is as deadly as the political Ax of Old George used to chop down the first Cherry Tree.
Article one of the US Constitution severed (Denationalized) the descendant nature of the West African
Nationals from the Kingdom of Morocco, Egypt of The West and Capitol of the Moorish Empire.
Hold That Thought
HATE WARNING: To all young strong Moorish American Brothers and Sisters. Because you were born in a society of hatred, political
unrest and distorted education does not mean you must live and die in those governments. That just ain‟t living! Hatred is an unnatural,
heart blinding psychic disorder of the human lower self. It breeds everything that harms rich in promises but poor in blessedness and
Islamism. You can also tell a hater because he or she gives apples that are lovely to the eye (of the soul) pleasant to the smell but leaves

a people unprotected and nationless. Because it is a weakness, Hatred never travels alone. Vanity, Jealousy, Desire, Greed and
Infatuation forms the band of ego that travels with hatred. This disease is a shadow of success. It must follow the success of truth
wherever it grows because it cannot stand alone. Another reason to learn to love instead of to hate is because you become what you
hate. Still hatred will try every weak mind to tear down and drag out the true teaching foundation as laid down by the Holy Prophet. The
masses are in deep needs of the Saving Powers sent from Allah through His Holy Prophet, Noble Drew Ali. A new era of time is upon us;
the lion is perched to attack the ignorance of the lamb. Some of our best Moors are still in the Churches and upon hedges and highways.
This generation is ready for new garments of freedom, nationhood and being the savior of the Earthland their home given to them by
Allah. Have you ever wondered why the Moorish Science Temple, having been around about eight decades, has not uplifted those
“Outside” fallen 60 million of his Blood? The answer is simple: The very cornerstone of His Teachings, to teach the Moors how to be
upright, free and sovereign Moorish American Citizens of Moorish America have been sacrificed at the alters of western Freemasonry.
Teaching Moors how to be themselves was how Drew Ali began to uplift his People. But no MSTA has taught this Freedom Lesson since
1929. The Prophet was successful with this Seauton Gnothi (Man Know Thyself) Education because his nationality was the same as our
nationality. But down through the aforementioned decades Moors became more Masonic than Kemetian Moslems and more Cultmembership Oriented than a free National People. Haven‟t you noticed the principles of segregation rules wherever Moors regularly
gather to talk? That is because the evil spirit of “Big I and Little you” is in effect. From the ritual-filtered screening of approved
memberships to official powerless Adepts, the freedom of the Moorish has been methodically sacrificed as perpetual property into the
shallow grave of the USA. In the true course of justice, no one can gain strength from weak sources. Remember the sum character of
your being is a direct result from the spirit of the words you have accepted in your thinking. You, young Moors had better stop finding
new ways to hate me or any other of our blood. Your time has run out and you cannot afford to hate any creature made by Allah. In
truth, you make mockery of our ancestors when you appear with „The Little Open Book‟ in one hand and the penis of a past Slave Master
in the other. Why do you hold on to another man‟s flags and inheritances rather than seek your unalienable rights as a people. Don‟t you
know by now the USA Flag is not the flag of your birth but the Flag flying over the entirety of your enslavement? Is this a radical
statement or from those who know law? It is the duty of all Western Freemasons to keep you near the cross and under the banner but it
is your duty alone to free you. There is not a Western Mason in this world that would not maim himself prior to his suicide rather than
see the Moors rise whole and intact as a nation. You must let go of all western training in order to be that pure nation as declared by
Drew Ali. Do not continue to let others define you and your proud people. The last Prophet declared He brought you EVERYTHING IT
TAKES TO SAVE A NATION now TAKE IT and SAVE yourselves. Your freedom is not in the hands for others to give. Find out all that belongs
to you and stop throwing it away into the shadows of the dark. First learn to know the value of your freedom before feeding it to the
swine.
Also please be forewarned of our kindred who claim to be “A-depts” or that Noble Drew Ali have left them some special documents.
Moors have been making this claim since The Last Avatar left his body July 20, 1929. It is not in the possession of a good thing but in it
use. A slave to sin came have the „Word‟ but cannot use it because of the impurity of his thoughts. The real truth is Drew Ali did not
leave the salvation of his people in the hands of no one special person, Grand Sheik, Adept, Chairman, Moderator, Reincarnate or Chief
Minister. In fact from the Plane of Soul Drew Ali has been using these heroes, through western freemasonry, to fulfill his prophecies.
Somebody had to make His national movement and the Moorish Science Temple disappear from the face of the earth. This is why most
Moors today do not truly know Noble Drew Ali has ever been here. For those of you who doubt what I say is true you merely have to look
back over the past 79 years and see exactly what has any of those Moorish Leaders, who claim to process the “Word”, Make
Sheiks/Adepts, Have the power to change man from the descendant nature of their forefathers through “Nationalization and
Naturalization ceremonies.” Have they called “All ye Asiatics” and produced a National Moorish American Government in lieu of their
local „State-owned MST of A??? Or have they told you the MSTA is the government? The Government in which we are to proclaim our
Nationality is also the only “Government in which we, the Moorish Americans, can live. Where else can we truly LIVE?? So Moors have
stopped thinking and loving themselves so much until they have been trained to believe Drew Ali came to make us a nation within another
nation, namely the USA. Point of order: Wasn‟t that the purpose of the 14th and 15th Amendments? Moors should be tired of being owned by
everybody but their sovereignty and The Great God. Think Moors Think! There is a new Slave Master in America and he wears a fez with
the tassel swinging free.
THANKS FOR HOLDING THAT THOUGHT
The very first article Section-2 of the new US Constitution legalized the institution of Slavery. Legalized
Slavery had been constitutionally upheld by Britain, their Mother Country under the King‟s Rule. Under

European lawful slavery the Moors of West Africa were devastated historically and classified as undesirables.
Moors were and are now subjected to all the inferior, abuses and mistreatments G. W. care to bestow upon
them. Worst still they were misnomered yesterday as they are being renamed and classified again in 2008.
Today‟s George Washington, who was sworn in office with hand upon the same Masonic Bible as the first
GW, is identifying free born Moors equal to their NBC brethrens as though Drew Ali never brought them
their shoes to walk out of Oz (Nationality and First World Creed).
For a government to demand a positive identify code of laws is by far not a new concept. In fact it was our
ancient Forefathers, during their fall from our natural God Status, who developed nationalities for true
identifications as the human family began to separate outward into the world from our cradle of civilization.
The fallen Sons and Daughters of North America need to learn, love and to be their true natural selves. For
the past 143 years, since the 13th Amendment abolished the constitutionality of Slavery, the descendants of
Ancient Moabites whom inhabited the northwestern and southwestern shores of Africa has allowed outside
sources to wrongfully identify and improperly define them.
I can understand the unconscious NBC not wanting freedom because they were all made in the USA. They
have been specially bred and trained to do the biddings of the citizens but have never known freedom.
Freedom has been divinely planted into the retention of every living thing. The Moorish American is as free
today as their ancient forefathers were yesterday. But they do not know this to be true. If man truly knows
he must be what he knows. Without your one free national name of Moorish American you are nothing.
You have an unalienable Right to have a Nationality. The birthright of “Moorish American” is your
nationality and not your membership. Your true identity has infinite saving powers built into your real
person. Let‟s face it; everybody born here in America who is descendants of Moors from the Northwest and
Southwest Africa is a Moorish American. Don‟t let the smaller tribes and groups fool you. All Washitahs,
Muurs and Nuwabians are Moorish but all Moors are not Washitahs or Nuwabians. They are all
citizens of their free national governments, according to their national constitution and
are all of one family bearing one free national name, Moorish American. The citizens of any
given nation all have the same free national name but are also subdivided into many families and tribes. You
must stop allowing yourselves to be enslaved and misnomered by lesser Gods. If the Moorish does not stand
up and proclaim their free national name before their Moorish American Government they will not be
protected when the great fire come. This great Fire is sure to come and it is going to be like a hell this world
has never known. The only Moors to be saved will all be the children of one Father and bearing the free
name of their Forefathers. The MSTA definitely is not a hiding place because they have failed to teach and
produce Guiders of the Nation. Neither can the Washitahs nor Nuwabians nor UCC folks fancy themselves
as safe when the European wrath starts here in the Americas. The only sure security resides within our
collective sovereign powers. Remember, none of us can afford the ultimate cost of hatred … death while the
heart and mind is unclean. Drew Ali said “A Friend will warn you.” So, WHO GOES THERE? Answer:
The Moorish Americans are here!!! This is a warning.
Love Divine,
Dr. Elihu N. Pleasant-Bey, D. M.,
Swift Angel #1

